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ABSTRACT: The United Kingdom's withdrawal from the EU provides an opportunity for 

conceptual and substantive reform of EU citizenship. The study purposes of summarizing the 

changes in the special sui generis status of EU citizenship, which are necessarily affected by 

the withdrawal. The situation is a paradox, as EU citizenship is arising from a 

supranational concept, but based on the member states’ national laws regulation who is a 

citizen. Thus, the Treaties ensure acquired rights for the citizens of the member states, but 

the member states can decide to whom these rights are guaranteed. But the Treaties are 

silent about a situation as the Brexit is. The issue is particularly complicated, since the 

opportunity of losing acquired rights may also affect rights and interests related to human 

rights, too. The question is in my view; whether all the lenses could be fitted into the same 

old frame, or do we need modern, better-designed frames, too? In other words, has the time 

come to reform EU citizenship, or harmonize national citizenship rules on a minimum level? 

At the end of the study, I even formulate my de lege ferenda proposals for regulating 

citizenship issues.  
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1. THE HEART OF THE EU: THE MOBILITY FREEDOMS  

 

The Treaty of Rome ensured the mobility of workers. In the context of the economic-

incentive targets, it was a Community requirement that Member States' national 

provisions should give equal treatment to workers from the other Member States with 

their nationals. The almost 60 years of mobility has encouraged the elaboration and 

development of − harmonized − legal solutions. Mobility changed Europe in many ways. 

We can mention several mixed marriages of EU citizens of different nationalities, or the 
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